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a b s t r a c t

This paper gives energy and material flow models of hydrogen production via steam

reforming of methane in the U.S. Chemical Industry. Two energy flow models are used to

describe the allocation of energy among process end-uses. First, an energy end-use model

is given, which was created based on actual operating data. Next, a representative material

flow model is given on a national scale based on federal data on merchant hydrogen

production. The last step is the energy process-step model, which was developed based on

the steps described in the material flow model. Finally, the energy process-step model

results are cross checked with the values found in the energy end-use model to justify that

the selected representative hydrogen production material flowmodel does characterize the

overall picture of hydrogen generation in the U.S. Chemical Industry. Results show the

energy allocation among process steps in the form of steam, fuel and electricity. The major

federal database to construct energy flow models is published once in four years. During

the course of this study, the most recent U.S. federal energy database available was for the

year 1998. Currently, the most recent available U.S. federal energy database is given for the

year 2002.

ª 2008 International Association for Hydrogen Energy. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights

reserved.

1. Introduction

The major hydrogen production technique in industry is the

steam reforming of natural gas [1–6]. The Economic Census,

published every five years by the U.S. Census Bureau, gives the

most comprehensive data on raw materials input and

production output for manufacturing processes in the United

States. If we refer to the latest available Current Industrial

Report (CIR) [7], which is a production and shipments database

published by the Census Bureau, we obtain the values shown

in Table 1.

Table 1 shows that the total hydrogen production by the

Industrial Gas Manufacturing subsector of the U.S. Chemical

Industry in 2003 was increased by 22%, whereas a 35%

increase is observed in the shipment. This shows that market

demand for hydrogen as a commodity is significant. In order

to identify the energy requirements for the production of that

much hydrogen, energy inputs and outputs to each process

step need to be found, which can be given by an energy

process-step model.

Energy process-step model is a representation of energy

flow for an industrial process. To construct it, first, the key

energy consuming process steps need to be identified.

Numerical values for each step of a process are obtained from

thermodynamic principles and engineering analysis for

a typical plant in the sector. In order to scale each process-step

against national data, energy end-usemodel of that sector can

be used since it gives allocation of energy to each end-use in
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that sector on a national scale. The biggest challenge in

modeling national scale energy process-step models for

manufacturing industries is lack of consistent data sources

that cover energy use by process step for each industrial

sector.

There have been prior efforts to create energy process-step

models [8–13]. For example, one of the initial and most

comprehensive efforts to create material and energy flow

models was developed at Drexel University for 108 different

manufacturing processes, which are called Drexel models [8].

Drexel models were created based on data collected in 1976

and industrial process technology for that time period. The

primary data collected to construct Drexel models were based

on plant surveys and questionnaires, whereas industrial

consultants, the Annual Survey of Manufacturers data pub-

lished by the Census Bureau in 1976, and other reports were

used as secondary data. Drexel Models have been used by

government, industry and institutions since the 1980s. Due to

the changes in technology, production practices, product

composition, energy prices, and availability of data, Drexel

models do not necessarily reflect current material and energy

consumption patterns. However, some of these models still

have the credibility in characterization of process steps or

process flow for some of the manufacturing processes. For

example, in one of their energy process-step models, Worrell

et al. [9] utilize a Drexel model in order to give breakdown of

energy consumption for an industrial process. They make an

assumption for power generation efficiency to do the energy

balance of a chemicalmanufacturing process, which brings an

uncertainty to the analysis as they point out. Also, the elec-

tricity from cogeneration is not included into the industry

total energy use presented in Ref. [9], which is a missing part

in an energy analysis as some of the processes consume

a large amount of electricity from cogeneration. Another

example of energy flow model similar to this study was done

by Wang et al. [10]. Their study was created based on Drexel

model but for the Petroleum Refineries sector. In their anal-

ysis, they develop a refinery process flow chart based on data

and processmodel taken from a Drexelmodel. In their results,

they give ‘‘energy based process energy allocation by final

product’’ per unit mass. Their results include mass, allocated

energy use and energy intensity for each product manufac-

tured in Petroleum Refineries sector. Wang et al. allocate

energy use in terms of electricity, fuel and steam in the same

way it is done in this study. Wang et al. include a market

value-based process energy allocation by fuel for unit mass

product manufactured, which provides an economic

perspective. They also provide emissions from petroleum

recovery, transportation, etc. Other studies that make use of

Drexel models are those of Giraldo and Hyman and Andersen

and Hyman [12,13]. The flow models in this study were con-

structed by further developing Refs. [12,13]. A thorough

comparison and discussion about the differences between

this study and Refs. [12,13] can be found elsewhere [14,15].

2. Hydrogen production

The U.S. Chemical Industry has 34 subsectors based on the

industry classifications and descriptions defined by the North

American Industrial Classification System (NAICS) [16]. There

is a vast product composition manufactured by each of these

subsectors, which constitutes the Chemical Industry as

a whole. Within these 34 subsectors, hydrogen is mainly

produced by the Industrial Gas Manufacturing subsector of

the U.S. Chemical Industry. Acetylene, carbon dioxide,

nitrogen, oxygen, argon, and fluorocarbons are also called

‘‘industrial gases’’ and are all produced by the Industrial Gas

Manufacturing subsector. Although the majority of the

industrial gases are produced by the Industrial Gas

Manufacturing subsector, there are still other subsectors of

the U.S. Chemical Industry producing industrial gases as given

in Table 2 [17]. Since hydrogen is an industrial gas, this table

basically shows us all subsectors producing hydrogen along

with other industrial gases. Therefore, 92% of the hydrogen is

produced by the Industrial Gas Manufacturing (NAICS 325120)

subsector.

The major hydrogen production technique in industry is

the steam reforming of natural gas [1–6], which is the most

practical and economical known process to meet the world

market demand for hydrogen. Therefore, the energy process-

stepmodel for hydrogen production will be constructed based

on steam reforming of the methane process. Since the energy

end-use model is the key to establish energy process-step

model, we need to create an energy end-use model for the

Industrial Gas Manufacturing sector first. The following

sections are devoted to establishing an energy end-use of

NAICS 325120.

3. Energy end-use model

Constructing an energy end-use model includes creating two

tables: energy utilization and end-use. The energy utilization

table gives the type of fuels used, whereas the end-use table

provides allocation of these fuels to end-uses. The primary

federal data to construct these tables is the Manufacturing

Table 2 – Industries producing industrial gases, 1997, M$
[16]

Industry Value % in Total

Industrial gas manufacturing 4791 92

Plastics material

and resin manufacturing

162 3

Other basic

organic chemical manufacturing

135 3

Petrochemicals 89 2

Nitrogenous fertilizer manufacturing 26 <1

Total 5203 100

Table 1 – Commodity hydrogen production and
shipment, kg

Chemical 2003 2004

Production Shipment Production Shipment

Hydrogen 1.21� 109 8.43� 108 1.48� 109 1.14� 109
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Energy Consumption Survey (MECS) by the Energy Informa-

tion Administration of the U.S. Department of Energy [18]. The

main reason for choosing this database as a primary data

source is because it provides data for each industry very

comprehensively and the industry classification codes used in

this database are being used by other federal databases on

materials and emissions as well. This provides a consistency

in creating energy, material and emission models for the

industry of interest on a national scale. An additional

constructive aspect of using this database is: ‘‘this data is

derived from a single source, the double counting issue is

minimized and the boundary line between industries is clear.’’

[10]. Other databases, such as those maintained by trade

associations or other private databases, may not put facilities

that are classified as Industrial Gas Manufacturing by MECS

under the same category. As a result, MECS energy inputs and/

or outputs for one particular industry may differ compared to

other databases because of the differences in classification of

plants and industries. A thorough discussion and information

on the advantages and the gaps of the MECS database can be

found in Ref. [19].

During the course of this study, the most recent MECS data

available were for the year 1998. Currently, the most recent

MECS data are given for the year 2002 based on the data

collected from 15,500 establishments. Collection of the 2006

data has been completed and it is in the process of statistical

analysis and sorting.

3.1. Energy utilization table

Data to construct energy utilization table is obtained from the

following five different MECS tables:

MECS Table N5.1: Selected byproducts in fuel consumption

MECS Table N3.2: Fuel consumption

MECS Table N11.3: Quantity of purchased electricity, natural

gas, and steam

MECS Table N13.1: Electricity: components of net demand

MECS Table N13.2: Electricity components of onsite generation

Some of the data in these tables are withheld by MECS to

avoid disclosing data of individual establishments, and they

are denoted by W. Also, the numerical values <0.5 PJ are indi-

cated by *. Contributions of these values are included in higher

level totals. Inaddition, someof thevalues in theseMECStables

are denoted by Q. This represents the data withheld because

the relative standard error is greater than 50%. The energy

utilization tableof theU.S. IndustrialGasManufacturing sector

was constructed using the MECS tables listed earlier, and it is

given in Table 3. The values presented in this table include the

sampling uncertainties of the MECS data with 95% confidence

interval and the numbers centered in the table are column

totalswithineachMECStable.As it is seen inTable3, thevalues

that have the highest uncertainty are ‘‘electricity purchase’’,

and ‘‘natural gas’’ consumption with a 6% uncertainty. On the

other hand, the ‘‘total energy consumption’’ and the ‘‘net

electricity consumption’’ values have about 4% uncertainty,

whereas ‘‘net demand for electricity’’ has about 3%. The rest of

the values have either zero or very small uncertainties.

3.2. Energy end-use data

The construction of the energy end-use table requires the

utilization of these MECS tables:

MECS Table N6.2: End uses of fuel consumption

MECS Table N6.4: End uses of fuel consumption

Although these MECS tables have the same title, there are

two differences between them. First, Table N6.2 includes ‘‘net

electricity’’ whereas Table N6.4 gives ‘‘net demand for elec-

tricity’’. ‘‘Net demand for electricity’’ is the total amount of

electricity used. ‘‘Net electricity’’ is the sum of the purchases,

transfers in, and generation of electricity from noncombus-

tible renewable sources,minus electricity sold and transferred

out. It does not include onsite electricity generation from

combustible fuels because that energy has already been

included as fuel input such as coal.

Net electricity ¼ Electricity ðpurchases� salesÞ
þ Electricity from noncombustible renewables ð1Þ

Table 3 – Inputs for heat, power and electricity generation
in Industrial Gas Manufacturing sector in 1998, PJ

MECS source Energy form Industrial Gas
Manufacturing
NAICS 325120

Table N3.2. Total 193� 8

Net electricity 117� 5

Residual fuel oil 0

Distillate fuel oil *

Natural gas 66� 4

LPG and NGL *

Coal 0

Coke and breeze 0

Other 9

Table N5.1. Total byproducts 1

Blast furnace/

coke oven gases

0

Waste gas 1

Petroleum coke 0

Pulping liquor

or black liquor

0

Wood chips, bark 0

Waste oils, tars

and waste materials

0

Table N13.1. Net demand for electricity 119� 3

Purchases 113� 7

Transfers in Q

Total onsite

generation

2

Sales and/or

transfers offsite

0

Table N13.2. Total onsite generation 2

Cogeneration 2

Renewable energy

(excluding wood

and other biomass)

0

Other Q

Table N11.3. Steam purchased 6� 0.2
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Second, Table N6.2 has an additional column for ‘‘Other’’

which includes net steam (the sum of purchases, generation

from renewables, and net transfers) and other energy that

respondents of the MECS survey indicated was used to

produce heat and power.

Other ¼ Byproductsþ Steam ðpurchases� salesÞ
þ Steam from noncombustible renewables

þ Fuels not listed separately (2)

where the ‘‘Byproducts’’ component is disaggregated in MECS

Table N5.1. Also, MECS Table N13.1 shows the components of

the ‘‘Net demand for electricity.’’ If we use the terms

‘‘purchases’’ and ‘‘sales’’ to include electricity transfer trans-

actions, then we can write that

Netdemandforelectricity¼Electricityðpurchases�salesÞ
þTotalonsitegeneration (3)

The net steam is defined analogous to the ‘‘net electricity’’

definition in Eq. (1), i.e.

NetSteam¼Steamðpurchases�salesÞ
þSteamfromnoncombustiblerenewables (4)

The ‘‘transfers in’’ are also included in purchases. Then,

substitution of Eq. (4) into Eq. (2) results in

Other¼ByproductsþNetSteamþFuelsnot listedseparately

(5)

If we account for boiler efficiency when producing steam

onsite from combustible energy forms with an assumption

that ‘‘net steam’’ goes directly to end-uses, the above equation

can be rewritten as

Other¼OtherenergysourcesexceptnetsteamþNetsteam

(6)

where

Otherenergysourcesexceptnetsteam

¼ByproductsþFuelsnot listedseparately (7)

It should be noted that the MECS definition of the conven-

tional electricity generation item in these MECS tables is:

electricity generation via gas turbines or piston engines, not

via steam turbines.

3.3. Energy end-use table extracted from the database

End-use data table for the U.S. Industrial Gas Manufacturing

sectorwasconstructedusing theMECStables listedearlier, and

it is given in Table 4. The values presented in this table include

the uncertainty of the MECS data and the numbers centered

in the table are column totals within eachMECS table. In Table

4, the value that has the highest uncertainty is ‘‘Total net

electricity consumption’’ with about 13% uncertainty. The

second highest uncertainty is ‘‘Net electricity’’ consumption

formachine drive,which is about 10%. The rest of the values in

Table 4 have uncertainties which are less than 10%.

3.4. Filling in the missing values in Tables 2 and 3

Before constructing the energy end-use models, the missing

parts in Tables 2 and 3 must be filled in. The key steps and

assumptions in dealing with missing MECS data in these

tables are given below.

Table 4 – End-use data for NAICS 325120 in 1998, extracted from MECS Tables N6.2 and N6.4, PJ

Total Net
electricity

Residual
fuel oil

Distillate
oil and

diesel fuel

Natural
gas

LPG Coal (excluding
coal coke

and breeze)

Other Net demand
for electricity

Total fuel consumption 193�NA 117� 15 0 * 66� 5 * 0 9�NA 19� 14

Indirect uses

(boiler fuel)

– * 0 * 27� 3 * 0 – *

Direct uses

(total process uses)

– 114� 10 0 * 37� 2 * 0 – 16� 10

Process heating – 1� 0.1 0 0 22� 1 * 0 – 1� 0.1

Process cooling

and refrigerating

– 3� 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 – 3� 0.3

Machine drive – 108� 13 0 * 15� 1 * 0 – 110� 13

Electrochemical processing – 1� 0.04 – – – – – – 1� 0.04

Other process uses – * 0 0 * 0 0 – *

Direct Uses

(Total non-process use)

– 3� 0.3 0 * 2� 0.1 * 0 – 4� 0.4

Facility HVAC – 2� 0.5 0 * * * 0 – 2� 0.4

Facility lighting – 1� 0.03 – – – – – – 2� 0.1

Facility support – * 0 0 2� 0.03 * 0 – *

Onsite transportation – 0 – * 0 * – – 0

Conventional electricity generation – – 0 * * 0 0 – –

Other non-process use – * 0 0 0 0 0 – *

End-use (NR) 9�NA * 0 0 0 0 0 9�NA *

NA, not available; NR, not reported.
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Thewithheld data in Table 3 for ‘‘Transfers in’’, and ‘‘Other

onsite generation’’ are denoted by Q. These can be calculated

by checking the column balance. The other missing values in

Table 3 are *, which are converted to zero. This completes

filling in the missing values in Table 3.

Thenext step is tofix themissingvalues inTable 4. First, the

‘‘Net Electricity’’ and ‘‘Net Demand for Electricity’’ columns for

‘‘Process uses’’ do not balance. The missing 1 PJ of electricity

consumption in both columns can be attributed to ‘‘Machine

Drive’’ as it is thebiggest electricity consumeramong thedirect

process uses category. This 1 PJ correction creates less that 1%

difference in the actual reported ‘‘Machine Drive’’ electricity

consumption. There is 9 PJ ‘‘Not reported end-use’’ values for

‘‘Other’’ fuels. This canbedistributed among the boiler and the

end-use by using the total fuel distribution ratio. The conver-

sionof themissingvalues inTable 4 is completedbyconverting

all asterisks to zero.

Allocation of net steam among end-uses was made based

on the total fuel ratio among the end-uses, e.g.

Total fuel consumption for process uses¼ 37 PJ

(1) Process heating accounts for 59% of this total;

(2) Process cooling and refrigerating accounts for 0% of this

total;

(3) Machine Drive accounts for 41% of this total;

(4) Electro-chemical processes account for 0% of this total;

(5) Other process uses account for 0% of this total.

Total fuel consumption for non-process uses¼ 2 PJ

(1) HVAC accounts for 0% of this total;

(2) Facility lighting accounts for 0% of this total;

(3) Facility support accounts for 100% of this total;

(4) Onsite transport accounts for 0% of this total;

(5) Conventional electricity generation accounts for 0% of

this total;

(6) Other non-process uses account for 0% of this total.

The process and non-process uses consume 39 PJ fuel, 95%

of which goes to process uses, whereas 5% goes to non-

process uses. The adjusted MECS end-use data for the Indus-

trial Gas Manufacturing sector is given in Table 5.

3.5. Allocation of steam and waste heat to end-uses

Tables 2 and 4 do not provide any information about the steam

and recovered waste heat allocation among the end-uses.

Therefore, an assumption must be made on the allocation of

steam and recovered waste heat among the end-uses in the

Industrial Gas Manufacturing sector. In this study, it was

assumed that theallocationof the fuels to end-uses is the same

as the allocation of steamand recoveredwaste heat among the

end-uses. These ratios are given earlier in Section 3.4. In order

togetdataon thenetuseful thermalenergydistributionamong

the end-uses, Energy Information Administration (EIA) 860B

databasewas referred [20]. However, EAI 860Bdoesnot provide

that data except for few facilities. If we still refer to those few

facilities to have an idea about the actual distribution of

recovered waste heat, we see that the process heating is the

dominant application. This supports the assumption made in

Table 5 – Adjusted end-use data for NAICS 325120 in 1998, PJ

Total Net
electricity

Residual
fuel oil

Distillate
oil and

diesel fuel

Natural
gas

LPG Coal
(excluding
coal coke

and breeze)

Other Net demand
for electricity

Total fuel consumption 193�NA 117� 15 0 0 66� 5 0 0 9�NA* 120� 14

Indirect uses

(boiler fuel)

– 0 0 0 27� 3 0 0 1�NA 0

Direct uses

(total process uses)

– 114� 10 0 0 37� 2 0 0 0 116� 10

Process heating – 1� 0.1 0 0 22� 1 0 0 0 1� 0.1

Process cooling and refrigerating – 3� 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3� 0.3

Machine drive – 109� 13 0 0 15� 1 0 0 0 111� 13

Electrochemical processing – 1� 0.04 0 0 0 0 0 0 1� 0.04

Other process uses – 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Direct uses

(Total non-process use)

– 3� 0.3 0 0 2� 0.1 0 0 0 4� 0.4

Facility HVAC – 2� 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 2� 0.4

Facility lighting – 1� 0.03 0 0 0 0 0 0 2� 0.1

Facility support – 0 0 0 2� 0.03 0 0 0 0

Onsite transportation – 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Conventional electricity generation – 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other non-process use – 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

End-use (NR) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0

NA, not available; NR, not reported.

*9 PJ¼ 1 PJ (to the boiler and conventional electricity generation)þ 8 PJ (net steam to end-uses) from Eq. (5). Since the net steam in the end-use

model distributed separately from the fuel inputs, allocation of the net steam among the end-uses is not shown in the table.
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Giraldo and Hyman [12]. Fig. 1 gives the steam and waste heat

allocation among end-uses in the Industrial Gas

Manufacturing sector in1998alongwith the fuel andelectricity

allocation among the end-uses. Fig. 1 is the key to construct

energy process-stepmodel as it shows fuel, steam, waste heat

and electricity inputs to each process.

3.6. Building the end-use model

The following sections describe the details of constructing the

end-use model given in Fig. 2.

3.6.1. Fuel inputs in the model
The input values of residual fuel oil, distillate fuel oil, natural

gas, LPG and NGL, coal, and coke and breeze fromTables 2 and

4 are located in the lower left corner of Fig. 2. From Eq. (5), we

know that ‘‘Other’’ fuels include net steam. Since the ‘‘Net

steam’’ is modeled separately, ‘‘Other energy sources except

net steam’’ is located in the lower left corner of Fig. 2.

3.6.2. Allocation of fuels and electricity to end-uses
Tables 2 and 4 provide allocations of fuels and electricity to

end-uses. Electricity allocation among the end-uses is located

on the right side of the process and non-process uses column,

whereas fuel allocation among the end-uses are located on

the left side.

3.6.3. Allocation of net steam to end-uses
By using the Eq. (5) and assuming that the ‘‘Fuels not listed

separately’’ is zero, the net steam for industrial gas

manufacturing is found as:

NetSteam ¼ 8 PJ (8)

The net steam is located in the left column of Fig. 2. The

allocation of the net steam to end-uses is made based on the

fuel distribution ratios given earlier in Section 3.4.

3.6.4. Offsite electricity
The acquisition and disposition of electricity is presented in

the upper left corner of Fig. 2 as purchased electricity, elec-

tricity sold and electricity from noncombustible renewables.

These values are taken from Table 3 and they do not include

onsite power generation from combustible fuels.

3.6.5. Steam loss
Steam distribution losses due to heat transfer, ineffective

steam traps, leaks, etc. vary from 20% to 40% [21–23]. In this

energy end-use model, it was assumed that the steam loss

during distribution is 30%.

3.7. Energy end-use model of the industrial gas
manufacturing

Since there is insufficient information to build onsite steam

and power generation for the Industrial Gas Manufacturing

sector, the intermediateenergyconversionefficiencies thatare

found for theU.S. Chemical Industry in our earlier studieswere

assumed to be the same for the Industrial Gas Manufacturing

sector. The intermediate onsite steam and power conversion

efficiencies for the U.S. Chemical Industry can be found in

Ozalp and Hyman [24]. Therefore, the efficiencies given in Ref.

[24] were applied to calculate the recovered waste heat and

steam production in this sector. The calculations with the

revision to the onsite steam and power model in Ref. [24] and

data extracted fromMECS yields Fig. 2. It should be noted that

there is 1 PJ unbalance for the electricity input due to the

roundingoff adjustmentmadeon themachinedrive electricity

input as discussed earlier in Section 3.4. The ‘‘transfer ins’’ are

also included in purchases. Therefore, the total purchased

electricity is the summation of 113 PJ purchased electricity and

4 PJ transfers in from Table 3, which gives 117 PJ.

As can be seen from the energy end-usemodel in Fig. 2, fuel

input is distributed among onsite power and steam generation

and end-uses. About 42% of the fuel input goes to onsite steam

and power generation whereas, 58% directly goes to end-uses.

Fig. 1 – Fuel, steam, waste heat and electricity allocation

among end-uses in industrial gas manufacturing, 1998, PJ.
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All of the fuel to onsite steam and power goes to the boiler.

Therefore, this subsector does not use fuel directly for power

generation. Instead, power is generated onsite by the steam

input from the boiler.

The Industrial Gas Manufacturing sector meets less than

2% of its electricity needs via onsite power generation.

Accounting for 98% of the total electricity to end-uses,

purchased electricity is the key contributor. It is also seen

in Fig. 2 that 45% of the boiler input directly goes to end-

uses, whereas 20% goes to waste heat and the rest to

onsite electricity generation. We can also see that

contribution of the boiler to the end-uses is bigger than

that of net steam.

Although 23 PJ of energy goes to end-uses from boiler

and net steam combined, 30% of this amount is lost due to

distribution. Overall, 72% of the fuel and net steam input

goes to end-uses. We can see that 59 PJ is supplied to end-

uses by total fuel, steam and waste heat input. On the

other hand, there is 119 PJ supplied to end-uses by onsite

electricity and purchased electricity combined. This shows

that fuel input for onsite power and steam generation

combined with net steam does not make a big contribution

Fig. 2 – Energy end-use model of the industrial gas manufacturing in 1998, PJ.
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to the end-uses through steam production and waste heat

recovery.

Since we now know the allocation of energy among the

‘‘process end-uses’’ in the Industrial Gas Manufacturing

sector, we can use that information to create an energy

process-step model for any chemicals produced by this

industry. In this study, we are interested in hydrogen

production. Therefore, we want to allocate the energy values

in Figs. 1 and 2 among the process steps of hydrogen

production process. To be able to allocate steam, fuel, elec-

tricity and waste heat among the process steps of hydrogen

production, we need to identify the steps of hydrogen

production process. Earlier, we stated that the ‘‘steam

reforming of methane’’ is the representative hydrogen

production process. Therefore, we can take the steps of that

process and allocate the energy values in Figs. 1 and 2

among each process step accordingly. However, process

steps of steam reforming of methane may change from one

manufacturing plant to another. Hence, a ‘‘representative’’

process flow for steam reforming of methane process should

be taken as reference. In this study, hydrogen production

process flow given in the Drexel models is taken as the

‘‘representative hydrogen production process’’. The

following section is devoted for the development of national

scale hydrogen production process flow model based on the

data and the process flow given in the Drexel model.

4. Process steps and material flow model of
hydrogen production

The representative commercial hydrogen manufacturing

technique in this study is taken from the Drexel model [7]. A

simplified formof this process is givenbySimpsonandLutz [25]

along with exergy analysis of each component for the detailed

process flow. Material flow model of hydrogen production in

Fig. 3 shows each step of steam reforming of methane on

a national scale. The process flow in Fig. 3 is created based on

a mass balance around each process step. This figure provides

an overall national picture of material inputs and outputs for

hydrogen production in 1998. The data on material inputs and

outputs for each of the representative production processes

given in Fig. 3 is obtained from the Current Industrial Report

(CIR) of the U.S. Census Bureau [26]. It should be noted that the

‘‘hydrogen production’’ values in this database ‘‘excludes

amounts vented, used as fuel, etc., and amounts produced and

consumed in the manufacturing of synthetic ammonia and

methanol, but includesamountsproduced for saleor interplant

transfer to plants consuming this gas in the production of

ammonia. Also excludes amount produced by ammonia

dissociation process (cracking of ammonia). Also excludes

amountsproducedinpetroleumrefineries for captiveuse.’’ [26].

Comparison of the inputs and outputs of the reference of this

model with another hydrogen production material flowmodel

is given in Table 6 for unit mass hydrogen production.

Water consumption reported in Ref. [6] is 24% for reforming

and shift reactions, 71.22% for steam production, and 4.8% for

other process steps. As for the water emissions, it is stated

that a quantitative value is not reported since the amount was

very small.

5. Energy process-step model

An energy process-stepmodel of a product on a national scale

is generated following this methodology:

(1) Search and selection of a representative manufacturing

process;

(2) Description of the representative manufacturing process;

Fig. 3 – Representative process flow of hydrogen

production in 1998, kg.
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(3) Identification of energy inputs in the representative

manufacturing process per unit mass of output;

(4) Scaling of the energy inputs in the unit mass representa-

tive manufacturing process based on national level

production;

(5) Reconciliation of national scale manufacturing process

with the end-use model based on federal data.

The first two steps for industrial gases were provided in

previous sections of this paper. Therefore, this section focuses

on steps 3–5.

The representative hydrogen production process via steam

reforming of methane is given in Fig. 3 on a national scale for

the year 1998. There are 11 process steps to allocate steam,

fuel, electricity and waste heat that we found in Figs. 1 and 2.

The MECS-based end-use model in Fig. 1 for industrial gases

provides a suitable foundation to scale the values given in

Fig. 3. However, the end-use model is not given for each

product, but as a summation of energy consumption for

manufacturing all products in the Industrial Gas

Manufacturing sector. Therefore, the values in the end-use

model must be broken down for each product so that we can

find how much of that total energy goes to hydrogen

production. Eq. (9) gives us the summation of the energy

consumption for each industrial gas.
X�

End-usesCO2
þEnd-usesN2

þEnd-usesO2
þEnd-usesC2H2

þEnd-usesArþEnd-usesH2
þEnd-usesFluorocarbons

�

¼End-usevalues (9)

Additionally, the end-use values must be further broken

down among process steps. Briefly, in order to be able to scale

the values in Figs. 1 and 2, the end-use values must be divided

two dimensionally: among products and among process steps.

In order to divide the energy allocation values in Figs. 1 and 2,

we need to use the ‘‘process end-use’’ part of Figs. 1 and 2,

because we are looking for energy allocation for process use,

not for ‘‘non-process’’ use. Fig. 4 gives the fuel, steam, waste

heat and electricity allocation among the process end-uses.

This figure was basically extracted from the process end-uses

part of Fig. 1. In order to divide these values among each

products of the Industrial Gas Manufacturing sector, the

breakdown procedure explained in the following section

should be done.

Table 6 – Comparison of the inputs, products and
emissions per kg hydrogen produced, kg

Reference
of this

model [7]

Koroneos
et al. [6]

Process Steam reforming

of natural gas

Steam reforming

of natural gas

Purity – 99.95%

Inputs

Natural gas 2 2.09

Air 33 NA

Steam 9 6.91

Product

Hydrogen 1 1

Emissions

H2O 29 –

CO2 6 10.66

Benzene – 0.0014

CO – 0.0059

CH4 – 0.146

NOx – 0.0126

N2O – 4� 10�5

Non-methane

hydrocarbons

– 0.0263

Particulates – 0.002

SOx – 0.0097

NA, not available in the report.

Fig. 4 – Allocation of fuel, steam, waste heat and electricity among process end-uses in 1998, PJ.
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5.1. Breakdown procedure of the fuel, steam, waste heat
and electricity values

The fuel (F ) consumption values assigned to process heating

(PH) can be represented as follows:

Fuel consumption for Process HeatingHydrogen ¼ QPH�F (10)

Fuel consumption for Process HeatingCO2
¼ XPH�F (11)

Fuel consumption for Process HeatingO2
¼ YPH�F (12)

Fuel consumption for Process HeatingN2
¼ ZPH�F (13)

Fuel consumption for Process HeatingArgon ¼ PPH�F (14)

Fuel consumption for Process HeatingAcetylene ¼ WPH�F (15)

Fuel consumption for Process HeatingFluorocarbon ¼ RPH�F (16)

The summation of them gives the ‘‘total fuel (F )

consumption for process heating (PH)’’, which can be written

as follows:

QPH�F þ XPH�F þ YPH�F þ ZPH�F þ PPH�F þWPH�F þ RPH�F ¼ FPH

(17)

We can demonstrate the electricity (E ) consumption values

assigned to process heating using a similar notation described

above. Then this results with ‘‘total electricity consumption

for process heating’’:

QPH�E þ XPH�E þ YPH�E þ ZPH�E þ PPH�E þWPH�E þ RPH�E ¼ EPH

(18)

Similarly, the ‘‘total steam & waste heat (S&WH) consump-

tion for process heating’’ can be represented as follows:

QPH�SWH þ XPH�SWH þ YPH�SWH þ ZPH�SWH þ PPH�SWH

þWPH�SWH þ RPH�SWH ¼ SWHPH ð19Þ

Eqs. (10)–(19) give us the total amount of fuel, steam&waste

heat and electricity consumption for ‘‘Process Heating’’ during

the manufacturing process of each industrial gas. We can

write down the total amount of fuel, steam & waste heat and

electricity consumption for other process end-uses in Fig. 4 –

namely ‘‘Process Cooling & Refrigerating’’, ‘‘Machine Drive’’,

‘‘Electro chemical Processes’’ and ‘‘Other Process Use’’ – in the

same way.

Therefore, ‘‘the total fuel (F ) consumption for process

cooling and refrigerating (PC&R)’’ is given as:

QPCR�FþXPCR�FþYPCR�FþZPCR�FþPPCR�FþWPCR�FþRPCR�F¼FPCR (20)

Similarly, ‘‘the total electricity (E) consumption for process

cooling and refrigerating’’ is given as:

QPCR�EþXPCR�EþYPCR�EþZPCR�EþPPCR�EþWPCR�EþRPCR�E¼EPCR (21)

We can demonstrate ‘‘the total steam & waste heat (S&WH)

consumption for process cooling and refrigerating’’ as follows:

QPCR�SWHþXPCR�SWHþYPCR�SWHþZPCR�SWHþPPCR�SWH

þWPCR�SWHþRPCR�SWH¼SWHPCR ð22Þ

We can write the ‘‘total fuel (F) consumption’’, ‘‘total steam

& waste heat (S&WH) consumption’’ and ‘‘total electricity (E)

consumption’’ for ‘‘Machine Drive (MD)’’, ‘‘Electro Chemical

Processes (ECP)’’ and ‘‘Other Process Uses (OPU)’’ in the same

way. In order to meet the maximum allowable page limit,

those equations are not given in this paper. But one can refer

to Ozalp [27] for those equations and all details of the break-

down procedure for other industrial gases.

Now, we can refer to Fig. 4 to write the corresponding

values for the following:

/ FPH (total fuel for process heat)

/ EPH (total electricity for process heat)

/ S&WHPH (total steam & waste heat for process heat)

/ FPC&R (total fuel for process cooling & refrigeration)

/ EPC&R (total electricity for process cooling & refrigeration)

/ S&WHPC&R (total steam and waste heat for process cooling

& refrigeration)

/ FMD (total fuel for machine drive)

/ EMD (total electricity for machine drive)

/ S&WHMD (total steam & waste heat for machine drive)

/ FECP (total fuel for electro-chemical process)

/ EECP (total electricity for electro-chemical process)

/ S&WHECP (total steam & waste heat for electro-chemical

process)

/ FOPU (total fuel for other process uses)

/ EOPU (total electricity for other process uses)

/ S&WHOPU (total steam&waste heat for other process uses)

Therefore, the energy end-usemodel gives us the following

values for the total fuel consumption by each process:

FPH ¼ 22 PJ (23)

FPH ¼ 22 PJ (24)

FPCR ¼ 0 PJ (25)

FMD ¼ 15 PJ (26)

FECP ¼ 0 PJ (27)

FOPU ¼ 0 PJ (28)

As for the total steam and waste heat consumption by each

process, Fig. 4 gives us the following:

FPH ¼ 11 PJ (29)

FPCR ¼ 0 PJ (30)

FMD ¼ 8 PJ (31)

FECP ¼ 0 PJ (32)

FOPU ¼ 0 PJ (33)
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Finally, the total electricity consumption by each process is

given as follows by referring to Fig. 4:

FPH ¼ 1 PJ (34)

FPCR ¼ 3 PJ (35)

FMD ¼ 111 PJ (36)

FECP ¼ 1 PJ (37)

FOPU ¼ 1 PJ (38)

Now we know how much fuel, for example, was consumed

for process heat, which is given in Eq. (23) as well as it can be

seen in Fig. 4. However, this total is the fuel amount consumed

for the production of all industrial gases. Therefore, we need

additional information that tells us how much of that 22 PJ

goes to hydrogen production. We can get that information

from Drexel models.

We already took the hydrogenmaterial process-stepmodel

from the Drexel and scaled it against the national data to have

hydrogen production material flow model for the year 1998.

We can refer to the same Drexel model for energy consump-

tion values by each process step.

The energy values in the Drexel are given in terms of

intensity (energy permass). Since we know the total hydrogen

production from the CIR data, we can scale the energy inten-

sity values accordingly so that we obtain energy consumption

by each process step, which is given in Fig. 5. Therefore, we

referred to Drexel models again for the allocation of energy

among each process step. However, although Fig. 5 gives us

the consumption of fuel, steam, waste heat and electricity by

each process step of hydrogen production, we need to double

check these values with another source. That source would be

the energy end-use model in Fig. 4. As we know, Fig. 4 gives

us the ‘‘total’’ energy consumption. Therefore, it does not tell us

the energy consumption specifically by hydrogen production.

Fig. 5 – Energy process-step model of hydrogen production in 1998, PJ.
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In order to know the share of consumption for hydrogen

production in that total, we need to create energy process-step

models for all of the industrial gases, so that we can compare

the numbers we get from those process-step models vs.

energy end-use model. That would also tell us if the numbers

in Fig. 5 are reasonable. Therefore, the next step is to verify the

model given in Fig. 5 by cross checking the energy end-use

model values with the energy process-step models values.

6. Validation of the energy process-step
model of hydrogen production given in Fig. 5

Energy process-step model of hydrogen production in Fig. 5

was developed from the Drexel model for hydrogen produc-

tion. In order to verify if these numbers are reasonable, they

should be comparedwith another data source. Energy end-use

model given in Figs. 1 and 2 were developed using the MECS

database. Therefore, the source of the energy end-use model

is the MECS, which reflects actual operating data values. On

the other hand, Fig. 5 gives the numbers based on a scaling

made by combining Drexel model and CIR database. However,

the numbers in Fig. 5 are given only for the hydrogen

production, whereas the energy end-use model values are

given for the summation of all industrial gases. Therefore, in

order to be able to compare the numbers in Fig. 5, we need

similar energy process-step models for all industrial gases.

Since the focus of this paper is the ‘‘hydrogen’’, energy

process-stepmodels for other industrial gases are not given in

here but they can be found in Ref. [27]. The summary of the

energy process-step models for all industrial gases is taken

from Ref. [27] and given in Table 7. Table 7 enables us to

compare the energy consumption estimates in Fig. 2 with the

energy consumption estimates given in Fig. 5 and the energy

consumption estimates given in Ozalp [27] for the other

industrial gases.

As it is seen, there are many missing pieces in Table 7.

However, it still gives us an insight about the energy

consumption during industrial gas manufacturing and how

close the estimates in energy process-step models of indus-

trial gases compared to the estimates in energy end-use

model. This comparison does not only give us information on

approximate energy consumption during manufacturing, but

also tells us how good our ‘‘representative production tech-

nology’’ selections were.

We can start our comparison from the first row in Table 7,

e.g. the fuel total. It shows that the fuel consumption estimate

from the energy end-use model is 37 PJ, whereas it is 20 PJ

from the energy process-step models. The possible explana-

tion for the difference is the lack of data on fuel consumption

in the production of cryogenic nitrogen, non-cryogenic

nitrogen, cryogenic oxygen, non-cryogenic oxygen and fluo-

rocarbons. If we look at the grand total at the very last row of

Table 7, we see that we do have information on the total

energy consumption for these industrial gases, but we do not

know ‘‘what form of energy is that total made out of’’, e.g. is it

steam?, or is it electricity?, etc. If we allocate the corre-

sponding total energy at the very last row of Table 7 among the

fuel, steam & waste heat, and electricity accordingly, we may

obtain an estimate close to 37 PJ.

If we look at the total steam and waste heat consumption

row inTable 7,we see that the energyend-usemodel estimates

19 PJ energy consumption, whereas energy process-step

models estimate 16.5 PJ. The explanation for this difference

Table 7 – Comparison of energy end-use model values in Fig. 2 and the energy process-step models values for each
industrial gas, 1998, PJ

End-use
model

Process-
step model

C2H2 CO2 N2-C N2-NC O2-C O2-NC Ar H2 F

Fuel total 37 20 4 0 NA NA NA NA 0 16 NA

Process heating 22 20 4 0 – – – – 0 16 –

Process cooling and refrigerating 0 0 0 0 – – – – 0 0 –

Machine drive 15 0 0 0 – – – – 0 0 –

Electrochemical processing 0 0 0 0 – – – – 0 0 –

Other process uses 0 0 0 0 – – – – 0 0 –

Steam & waste

heat total

19 16.5 2 3.5 NA NA NA NA 0 11 NA

Process heating 11 3 0 0 – – – – 0 3 –

Process cooling and refrigerating 0 8 0 0 – – – – 0 8 –

Machine drive 8 0 0 0 – – – – 0 0 –

Electrochemical processing 0 0 0 0 – – – – 0 0 –

Other process uses 0 5.5 2 3.5 – – – – 0 <1 –

Electricity total 116 124 <1 2 NA NA NA 48 74 <1 NA

Process heating 1 0 0 0 – – – 0 0 0 –

Process cooling and refrigerating 3 2 0 0 – – – 0 2 0 –

Machine drive 111 71 <1 2 – – – 0 69 <1 –

Electrochemical processing 1 <1 <1 0 – – – 0 0 0 –

Other process uses 0 51 <1 0 – – – 48 3 0 –

Grand total 172 169.5 5.8 5.5 6.5 <0.1 1.2 48 74 28 0.4

F, fluorocarbon; NA, not available; C, cryogenic; NC, non-cryogenic.
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would be same as the explanation we made for the total fuel

consumption above.

The electricity consumption estimate made in energy end-

use model is 116 PJ, whereas it is 124 PJ in energy process-step

models as both seen in Table 7. The possible reason for seeing

a higher estimate in energy process-stepmodels is more likely

because of the inaccuracy of the argon energy process-step

model. As it is seen in Table 7, cryogenic argon production

process requires electricity consumption only. If we assume

that cryogenic nitrogen and cryogenic oxygen processes also

require electricity only, then we can extract the grand total

energy consumption for these processes from the last row of

Table 7 to add them into the ‘‘electricity total’’ row of Table 7.

This assumption results in 6.5 PJþ 1.2 PJ¼ 7.7 PJ total elec-

tricity being required to produce nitrogen and oxygen cryo-

genically. If we compare this with the electricity consumption

in cryogenic argon production, we see that the Drexel model

based argon process-step model’s estimate is very much

higher than the total electricity requirement estimate of

cryogenic nitrogen and oxygen. However, if we remove the

argon process-stepmodel estimate from the ‘‘electricity total’’

row in Table 7 – since it is inaccurate – then we have

124 PJ� 74 PJ¼ 50 PJ, which is very much smaller than the

energy end-use model estimate of 116 PJ. Even if we include

the 7.7 PJ cryogenic nitrogen and oxygen electricity consump-

tion into the total, we still have 50 PJþ 7.7 PJ¼ 57.7 PJ. There-

fore, it may suggest that argon production may require more

electricity consumption relative to other industrial gases. It

would be, for example, because itmay require very highpurity,

which requires large amount of energy consumption. Or it

could be due to another process related reasonwhichwould be

a good research topic for someone else. In conclusion, the

difference between the energy end-use model estimate for

electricity and the energy process-step models estimates for

electricity is very large unless we account the argon process-

step model. This may suggest that the argon process-step

model has been useful in terms of bringing the question of

‘‘larger electricity consumption possibility’’ during argon

production.

Finally, ifwe lookat thegrand total at the last rowofTable 7,

we see that the energy end-use estimate is 172 PJ, whereas the

energy process-step models estimate is 169.5 PJ. This shows

that the energy consumption estimates for process end-uses

by energy end-use model and by energy process-step models

havevery close agreement. Thismay suggest that the selection

of ‘‘representative’’ processes were able to provide us an

overall sight about this sector. This may also suggest that the

argon process-step model may have some reasonable level of

accuracy.

7. Summary

Explanation on how to obtain energy inputs values for

hydrogen production using energy end-use model was given

in Section 5 in detail. If we rephrase the given methodology in

words: the energy end-use model for the Industrial Gas

Manufacturing sector gives us the ‘‘total’’ energy consump-

tion for CO2, nitrogen, oxygen, acetylene, argon, hydrogen,

and fluorocarbons. If we want to know how much energy it

takes to produce each of these products, we cannot simply

divide energy values in the energy end-use model into

‘‘seven’’ to obtain energy consumption values for CO2,

nitrogen, oxygen, acetylene, argon, hydrogen, and fluorocar-

bons separately. Because, energy consumption to produce,

say 1 kg CO2, is different than the energy consumption

amount for 1 kg acetylene production, etc. In addition, forms

of energy are different as well, e.g. some processes consume

energy in the form of fuel, whereas some consume in the form

of electricity. Therefore, each product of Industrial Gas

Manufacturing sector has its own unique production process.

However, whatever the energy consumption amount to

manufacture each product of this sector, the ‘‘total’’ should be

equal to what we get in the energy end-use model.

Although energy end-usemodel gives us the ‘‘total’’ energy

consumption for process purposes for all products of the

sector, energy inputs for ‘‘each product’’ must be separately

identified, e.g. energy inputs for CO2 production, energy inputs

for acetylene production, energy inputs for nitrogen produc-

tion, etc. The energy flow model that gives us process level of

detailed energy consumption information for ‘‘each product’’

is the energy process-step model. Therefore, energy

consumption amount at each process step of hydrogen

production is given by the energy process-step model for

hydrogen production, not the energy end-use model.

However, energy end-use model is needed to cross check the

energy process-step models, e.g. once we create energy

process-stepmodel for each product of the sector, summation

of the energy values in the energy process-step models for

seven products of the sector should be equal to the total

energy consumption amount given in the energy end-use

model for process purposes use.

The energy end-use model is not only used for validating

the energy process-stepmodel, but also to re-scale or calibrate

the energy process-step models to reflect closer agreement

with the actual operating data. For example, the dominant

hydrogen production technique in industry is the steam

reforming of methane. Although the process steps of steam

reforming methane is very similar in all hydrogen producing

plants, there would still be slight changes in energy

consumption at process step level. Since it is not practical to

include hydrogen production processes of all plants in the

U.S., instead, we can choose ‘‘representative process steps’’

and then we can calibrate them against the national data to

obtain an overall representation of hydrogen production in

the U.S. In this paper, ‘‘representative’’ hydrogen production

process steps were taken from the Drexel models and scaled

as it was stated in Section 5.

In order to be able to cross check the accuracy of the

national scale hydrogen energy process-step model with the

energy end-use model, we need energy process-step models

for all products of the Industrial Gas Manufacturing sector, so

that we can have the total amount to comparewith the energy

end-use model. This task has been done as part of Ref. [26].

However, due to the space restrictions, we cannot give

material and energy flowmodels of the products of this sector

in this paper. Instead, we can refer to Table 7, which was

inserted from Ref. [26], giving us the summary of the energy

process step flowmodels for CO2, nitrogen, oxygen, acetylene,

argon, hydrogen, and fluorocarbons.
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As it is seen in Table 7, the summation of energy inputs for

CO2, nitrogen, oxygen, acetylene, argon, hydrogen, and fluo-

rocarbons is very close to what energy end-use model for the

whole sector gives us. This shows that the ‘‘representative’’

process steps were selected properly. However, they can still

be iterated using the energy end-use model values, so that

they exactlymatchwith the actual operating data. That task is

out of the scope of this paper.

The methodology used in this paper can be applied to

calibrate the process-stepmodels on a national scale for other

products of other industries. One can refer Ref. [14] to see the

application of this methodology for the U.S. Paper Industry

and Ref. [15] for an example of application of thismethodology

in the petroleum industry.

8. Conclusions

Energy and material flow models of hydrogen production in

the U.S. Chemical Industry were presented and the energy

process-step model was validated by comparison with the

energy end-use model. The Drexel hydrogen production flow

model was assumed as the representative hydrogen produc-

tion model. Therefore, it was used for scaling the material

input-output values and energy inputs against various

national databases in order to obtain a nationally character-

istic material and energy flow model for the hydrogen

production given in Figs. 3 and 5, respectively. From energy

efficiency and energy management point of view, Fig. 5 iden-

tifies possible spots for improved energy utilization on

a process step basis. For example, process step 5 has the

largest energy consumption in the form of fuel, steam and

waste heat. During onsite energy audits, this step turns out to

be the target for improvement, e.g. better insulation. In addi-

tion, identification of the magnitude of the energy consump-

tion on a national scale for this – or any process – at a process

step level of detail provides a prospect for economical savings

by improving energy utilization at that particular stage. This

kind of identification would also motivate research efforts for

searching alternative process steps to replace – or to improve –

the currently practiced inefficient ones. However, an energy

process-step model on a national scale as in Fig. 3 cannot be

created without having an energy end-use model first. This is

whywe start with creating the energy end-usemodel in Figs. 1

and 2 to show the overall energy allocation for process end-

uses in the sector. Since the energy allocation given in Figs. 1

and 2 is given for the whole sector, it has to be split among

each product manufactured by that sector so that we can

see how much of that energy input consumed for, let’s say,

hydrogen production, or acetylene production, etc. This

analysis was given in Section 5. The energy process-step

model presented in Fig. 2 represents estimated nationwide

energy consumption for hydrogen production. The major

energy consuming step in hydrogen production was found

to be the reformer, which consumes approximately 16 PJ

fuel.

As for the energy consumption estimates given in the

energy process-step models in Table 7; they were constructed

by scaling the various public database and models in the

literature on the selected representative production

technology for each industrial gas. The selection of the

representative production technology for each industrial gas

was themajor assumption in thosemodels. It should be noted

that, even for a particular production technology, there might

be many process designs. So, the selection of a representative

technology leaves out many of the possibly used process

designs from the analysis. Therefore, the numbers in these

models probably may involve some level of inaccuracy.

However, as it is seen in Table 7, the energy consumption

values found in energy end-use model are close to the energy

consumption estimates made by the energy process-step

models. We can summarize the comparison of energy

process-step model values as follows:

/ Energy end-use model estimates are very close to the

energy process-step models estimates.

/ Energy consumption distribution among nitrogen, oxygen

and argon production is unknown.

/ Due to the complication of this sector, it was still possible

to gain an overall sight about the estimate energy

consumption for processes.

/ Energy flow model in this paper can be improved to obtain

closer estimates on this sector by refining the assumptions,

accounting more than one representative process and

searching for more data in the future.

To sum up, the energy and material flow models for

hydrogen production given in this paper are more likely a very

close representative of the actual numbers. The methodology

used in this paper can be applied to calibrate the process-step

modelsonanationalscale forotherproductsofother industries.
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